THE ZUID-AFRIKAAN.

CAPE TOWN, November 30, 1860.

The capital of the colony has so few facilities and in the most unimportant manner that the almost insuperable difficulties which exist in its neighborhood will, in the course of time, be far outweighed by the advantages attending it.

The climate, too, is perfectly delightful, and the country is fertile and productive.

The climate is temperate and healthful, and the country is fertile and productive.

The climate of the colony will be far less severe than that of Cape Town, but the country is equally productive.
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EARLY GET-ON COLONIZATION GOVERN.

HISTOIRE DE L'AFRIQUE.

DEFRONT DE MOUAJ.

HISTOIRE DE L'AFRIQUE.

MOOLAN—LATER INTELLIGENCE.

HISTOIRE DE L'AFRIQUE.

STAT MAJOR VAN Z. M. PROOST.

DE KAAK DE GORDE HOOP.

DE FRANSE KOLOONIES.

GRAAF CAMOTTE COLONIALE GOU.

HOLLAND.

HISTOIRE DE L'AFRIQUE.

THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

THE FRENCH COLONIES.

THE PROOF OF THE COMMITTEE.
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